8:30 – Registration
9:00 – Introductory Remarks
9:10 - Keynote Address: Sue Warren, Manager of the Conservation Division of the Canada Science & Technology Museum Corporation
9:30 - Session 1: Heritage Conservation & Technology, Moderator: Nicolas Miquelon
   • Mark Zwolak: *Heritage as Memory and Sensation*
   • Anton Graser: *The Collegiate Heritage Message*
10:25 – Morning Break
10:40 - Session 2: Digital Tools for the Conservation and Promotion of Heritage, Moderator: Peter Thompson
   • Rozhen Mohammed-Amin: *When Past, Present, and Future Merge: Augmented Reality for Exploring Museums and Heritage Sites*
   • Andrew Waldron and Ariane Marin-Perreault: *Creating Mobile Tools for Heritage Appreciation*
   • Lindsay Benjamin and Kayla Jonas: *Opportunities and Challenges of an Interactive Inventory*
12:00 – Lunch Break
13:00 – Session 3: Technology of Heritage Conservation, Moderator: Marcus Letourneau
   • Mariana Esponda: *TBA*
   • Brian Hierlihy: *The Strutt House*
   • Zeynep Ekim, Ken Percy and Sarah Ward: *Documenting Earthen Architecture: Kasbah of Taourirt*
   • Stephen Fai: *Who needs digital tools for heritage conservation?*
14:45 – Afternoon Break
15:00 – Session 4: Conservation of Technological Heritage, Moderators: Lashia Jones & Natalie Whidden
   • Susan M. Ross: *How ‘Appropriate’ is our Technological Heritage?*
   • Erin Harrison: *Ontario’s Industrial Heritage: Conserving Technologies Past and Present*
16:00 – Session 5: Heritage Charette, Moderator: Mark Brandt
   • Student videos from the 1st Annual Carleton Heritage Charette
16:30 – Closing Remarks
17:00 – Closing Reception